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What color 
iPhone7 series best? Of course is bright black, like piano black color so many fruit powder crazy, just wait for the Air Jordan shoes
as custom color. 

bright black but have a weakness, you need to care of love, a mobile phone shell, or "scratch" and "dark". 

fact, bright black iPhone production process is very complex, according to the overseas digital website BGR reports, which requires
accurate anodizing and polishing steps, although the surface and other Apple products as strong, but the high gloss surface easily
suffered minor abrasions, so it needs to protect the shell of mobile phone. 

these pictures are bright black iPhone7 Plus three months do not set mobile phone shell off photos provided by a foreign social
network users, BRG reported: 

can be seen from the above picture, no set of mobile phone shell after scratch obviously, the consequences will be grievous, so the
shell or shell. 

local time on April 28th, the North American Nike official website released update next month shoes sale information, three pairs of
white AirUptempo impressively. 
The strongest 
NBA's old boots, now the trend index, frequent joint and color increased, this routine is a little deja vu? 

anyway, we take a look at this three double "whiteonwhite" which is a specific double three. 

1.AIRMAX2UPTEMPO" WHITEONWHITE" 

price: $140.00

release date: 5/26

2.AIRMAXUPTEMPO'95" WHITEONWHITE" 

price: $150.00

3.AIRMOREUPTEMPO" WHITEONWHITE" 

price: $160.00
But whether you like 
or not the domestic double, three pairs of shoes for sale information.
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